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Placing the Canon: Literary History and the Longman Anthology of British Literature is the most comprehensive and thoughtfully arranged text in the field, offering a rich selection of works in the historical context in which they were written. Related Links and Works Cited The Longman Anthology of British Literature, Volume 1c Items The Longman Anthology of British Literature - Stuart Sherman. The Fourth Edition of The Longman Anthology of British Literature continues its tradition of presenting works in the historical context in which they were written. Related Links and Works Cited The Longman Anthology of British Literature, Volumes 1A, 1B, and 1C 4th Edition 9780205693337 0205693334 David Damrosch, Kevin J. H. Dettmar, British Lit 1 - Englishshare Staples Service Provided by BookRenter has the largest selection of The Longman Anthology of British Literature, Volume 1c books - get yours today! Pearson - Longman Anthology of British Literature, Volumes 1A, 1B, The Longman Anthology of British Literature, Volume 1, Part 3. Front Cover. Stuart Sherman. Pearson Longman, 2006